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Abstract. The internet network is considered the most effective and efficient way to spread 

radicalism and terrorism because it can be used easily, quickly, cheaply, without any territorial 

boundaries, and is widely accessible to the public. To limit the movement of terrorists in the 

virtual world, the government has launched a positive internet TRUST + TM program, set up a 

Coordination Forum on Counter Terrorism Prevention (FKPT) and joins the International 

Multilateral Partnership Against Cyber Threats (IMPACT). In the aspect of law enforcement, 

terrorists in Indonesia have been arrested and sentenced very hard, but terrorism in Indonesia 

continues to grow using the internet network to communicate, coordinate, develop planning, 

recruitment members, funding and propaganda. Therefore, the government must improve the 

function of minitoring, national security system and state intelligence system in order to limit 

the movement of terrorism in virtual world. 

1. Introduction 

The successive bombing of this year (2018) in Surabaya, Riau and followed by terrorist acts in Jakarta 

has shown that terrorist networks in Indonesia are still not extinguished[1]. Terrorist groups continue 

to move and develop networks secretly through religious groups and spread the propaganda of 

terrorism ideology through the internet (cyber terrorism) [2], [3]. Through the Internet network, 

terrorist groups can freely spread the ideology of radicalism or terrorism ideology through blogs, 

online news sites, youtube, whatsapp, twitter, facebook, instagram, telegram and so forth. The 

effectiveness of the movement of terrorist groups through internet media has resulted in tremendous 

success. Many terrorist acts have been carried out in high security places, more member recruitment, 

the expansion of terrorist networks and the sheer number of online media containing content of 
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radicalism. Greg mentioned that many Indonesians are affected by terrorist groups from the Middle 

East through the existing reading material of the internet.  

The Internet has been used as a tool for tansmisi and dissemination of ideas from radical groups 

through various Islamic sites whose content contains the ideology of radicalism and terrorism [4]. It 

takes an effort to classify the information contained in the internet so little but important information 

such as terrorism can be obtained[5]. The classification effort should pay attention to the diversity[6] 

and sensitivity of the data[7]. It is therefore necessary to make measurements or benchmarking[8] 

against the dissemination of information through the Internet with efficient resources[9]. This is 

because after all terrorism negates the principle of justice and truth itself[10] so that appropriate 

decision-making is required[11] and must be based on local wisdom[12]. 

Internet-based information and the advent of the technological revolution have provided an even 

greater opportunity for terrorist groups to develop their own network of ideologies and 

propaganda[13]. Internet network is not only used as a propaganda tool, but to build communications, 

plannings, coaching, financial transactions and recruitment of new members. In addition, terrorist 

groups use the internet network to obtain information to support their actions such as bomb-making 

techniques, materials to assemble bombs and where they can be obtained. All such information can 

easily be obtained on the internet and the internet has become an effective mentor to assemble bombs 

quickly without the need for very expensive fees. 

The existence of the internet with all the good that is contained in it[14], there is also a negative 

impact that is not less great. The Internet has provided a very free space for terrorist groups in the 

virtual world to spread the ideology of terrorism to the public. The Internet plays a role to strengthen 

and demonstrate the existence of terrorist groups in the real world with all its demands. Therefore, this 

study focuses on the role of the internet in spreading the ideology of terrorism so that terrorist groups 

thrive and are difficult to eradicate in Indonesia. 

 

2. Related Works 

Terrorist groups prefer Internet use to disseminate information, not attacks, said academics at the 

Oxford University Conference on Network Security and Protection on September 8th[15]. As a new 

technology, it has been shown that the Internet is very effective and attractive to the economic 

development of businesses and, to a greater extent, moderates our everyday lives. Similarly, criminals 

have seen on the Internet the possibility of making money to a greater extent, as well as enabling 

better mutual communication. Terrorists, extremists and activists also consider this tool to be useful. 

Although traditional terrorist groups use the internet as a means of spreading their ideas, recruiting and 

communicating, it can not be underestimated that in the near future Internet use could be used to 

commit a terrorist attack causing a massive impact on society by directly targeting life-threatening or 

critical infrastructure[16]. 

 

3. Research Methodology 

The research methodology can be seen in Figure 1. It can be seen from Figure 1 that there is a need to 

clearly define terrorism and terrorism content. Then the government needs to pay attention to 

regulations that can cope with the behavior of terrorism itself. BNPT and related institutions can 

anticipate the content of terrorism through existing legal instruments. 

 

4.  Results and Discussion 

4.1.  Cyber Terorism 

The activities of terrorist groups in the virtual world are often interpreted by the term cyber terrorism 

or cyber terrorist [17], [18]. However, in committing his crimes cyber terrorists are not the same as 

traditional terrorists in general. Cyber terrorism or cyber terrorist is the use of computer equipment to 

disrupt or kill a national infrastructure system with the intention of intimidating a government or a 

civilian population [2]. Cyber terrorism is done through computers to paralyze or destroy government 
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systems such as financial systems, personnel, energy, military, transportation, hospitals and others 

with the aim of forcing governments to change their policies [19]. So cyber terrorism attacks 

government systems that deal with internet connections by resolving government-owned databases 

and spreading deadly computer viruses (spam blooding) [17], [20].  

 
Figure 1. Research Method 

 

However, there is little difference with terrorists who use the internet to commit their crimes. Cyber 

terrorism is not the perpetrator of bombing and every action does not require the media spotlight, the 

number of its members is very scattered in various parts of the world and the principle of cyber 

terrorist work greatly upholds kebahahiaan or wherever possible hide the identity. While traditional 

terrorists only use the internet as a means of communication, propaganda, recruitment and preparation 

of planning before performing its actions such as conducting suicide bombings, robbery, murder and 

others. Thus, cyber terrorism is not the same as traditional terrorists in general such as al-Qaeda, ISIS, 

Jamaah Ansharut Daulah, Jamaat Ansharut Tauhid and Jamaah Islamiah. The sensitivity of terrorist 

groups using the internet in carrying out propaganda, ideology, or radicalism missions is due to several 

factors, namely location independence, speed, anonymity, internationality, and cost-benefit ratios so 

that propaganda is performed more effectively and efficiently[21]. In addition, terrorist groups are 

well aware that internet users are increasingly number, even the internet can be accessed with mudan 
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through smartphone with various background of age, profession and interests. According to Arquilla, 

the biggest advantage of the internet for terrorism is the ability to move quickly, tersebunyi, reach very 

broad, and terrorism groups can safely skate by bit and byte because they have developed a 

sophisticated encryption tool so that their correspondent can not be easily dismantled by the 

intelligence or other legal authorities [22], [22]. The Terrorists uses of the net can be seen in Table 1. 

 

Table 1.  Terrorist Uses of the Net [23] 

Author 

(s) 

Furnell 

(1999) 

Cohen 

(2002) 

Thomas (2003) Weimann 

(2004) 

Uses 1. Propaganda 

and Publicity  

2. Fundraising  

3. Information 

Disseminatio

n 

4. Secure 

Communicati

ons  

5. Networking 

1. Planning  

2. Finance  

3. Coordination & 

Operations  

4. Political Action 

5. Propaganda 

6. Mobilisation 

7. Information 

Mitigation of 

Risk 

1. Profiling 

2. Propaganda  

3. Anonymous/Covert 

Communication 

4. Generating Cyberfear  

5. Finance  

6. Command/Control 

7. Recruitment  

8. Manipulation of Data 

1. Psychological 

Warfare   

2. Publicity  

3. Data Mining  

4. Fundraising  

5. Recruitment  

6. Sharing 

Information  

7. Planning and 

Coordination 

 

4.2. Government Efforts to Tackle the Propaganda of Terrorism Through the Virtual World 

The enormous number of internet users in Indonesia from a relatively young age background is an 

easy target for terrorist groups to be influenced, indoctrinated, or recruited into members of terrorism. 

According to some scholars believe that if the government seriously enforces the law, creating a 

sophisticated identification system and exacerbating the punishment will prevent the occurrence of 

terrorist crime on the internet [24], [25]. These terrorist countermeasures have become a cornerstone 

in making policies on combating terrorism in some countries of the world [26].  

 

4.3.  Virtual Space Security Model 

Virtual Space Security Model can be seen in Table 2. 

 

Table 2.  Virtual Space Security Model [24] 

 

Other Countries National Government Organization Citizens Internet Service 

Providers 

- Cooperate with 

other national 

jurisdictions to 

share 

information  

- Cooperate with other 

national jurisdictions 

to share information 

- Invest on internet 

aunthetication 

technologie 

- Education citizens 

- Cooperate with ISPs 

to lighten access 

controls 

- Legal intructure 

- Train 

employees to 

prevent Cyber 

terrorisme 

- Adopt latest 

security 

technologie 

- Recive 

education 

on the 

internet 

usage 

- Adopt the lastest 

security technologie 

- Record users activities 

- Tighten the access 

control on the internet 

service 

 

4.4.  Government Real Action Through Legal Regulations 

In the aspect of law enforcement, the Police of the Republic of Indonesia established a Siber Police 

tasked with handling perpetrators of crime mayantara and one of the perpetrators of terrorist crimes 
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that use the virtual world in launching its actions. Over a period of three years, Indonesia is one of the 

most heavily armed Asian countries [27]. For example, by 2015, the number of terrorist crimes in 

Indonesia is 1,143 cases and by 2016 increases to 1313 cases [28]. The number of terrorism cases in 

Indonesia is predicted to be more numerous in 2017-2018. A number of such terrorism crimes have 

been detected and captured through internet networks by Police, BNPT, bloggers, youtubers and other 

netizens. Increased ekskalasi acts of terrorism in Indonesia, the government of Indonesia is required to 

move quickly to take action based on existing legislation. During this time, to ensnare the parties who 

spread the news of hoax, hatred, hostility, not accept differences and lead to the ideology of radicalism 

will be ensnared by Law no. 19 of 2016 on Amendment to Law Number 11/2008 on Information and 

Electronic Transactions (UU ITE).  

This law expressly provides protection to all parties who use information technology and other 

electronic transactions. However, the ITE Law still imposes restrictions on content that can not be 

transmitted and is contrary to moral values, gambling, humiliation, extortion or threats, false or 

misleading news, inciting hatred and / or hostility towards individuals or groups based on Tribe, 

Religion and Race. In the aspect of counterterrorism and counter-terrorism, the ITE Law does not 

explicitly mention the prohibition against the spread of radicalism or terrorism through the use of 

informatics and electronic transactions. This law only prohibits the process of the realization of 

terrorism through the dissemination of false / misleading news, injustice, provoking, inciting hatred 

and / or individual / group hostility based on Tribe, Religion and Race [29], [30]. In addition, Law no. 

15 Year 2003 on the Eradication of Terrorism Crime is considered less mengomudir handling of 

terrorist groups that use the Internet as a medium to spread the ideology of radicalism, propaganda, 

and create hostility to the legitimate government and so forth. Under this law, law enforcement 

agencies can not take action before terrorist groups carry out their actions. If a person or group 

deliberately establishes a site to spread hatred, hostility and radicalism then the government can only 

block these sites. Based on these weaknesses, the government has revised Law no. 15 Year 2003 with 

the aim to strengthen and synergize the eradication of terrorism in the whole line of both terrorists who 

move traditionally and terrorists who build their networks in the virtual world. 

 

5.   Conclusion 

It can not be denied that the resistance of terrorist groups in Indonesia is getting stronger because it is 

getting smarter, more progressive and following the development of informatics technology. To limit 

and block terrorist movements in the virtual world, the government has launched a positive internet 

TRUST + TM program to block all negative content containing hate, radicalism and terrorism. In 

addition the government has worked with providers to block negative content that leads to terrorism. 

The Government also cooperates with International Multilateral Partnership Against Cyber Threats 

(Impact) to improve the ability of Siber Police in Indonesia to handle the crime of mayantara 

especially terrorism crime in Indonesia. 

In the aspect of law enforcement, Indonesian cops have captured and sentenced the perpetrators of 

terrorism to the greatest extent on the basis of prevailing legislation. If terrorist groups use the internet 

to carry out their actions then the legislation is the Electronic Transaction Act and the Anti-Terrorism 

Counter Law. Both laws are expected to reduce, block or eliminate websites / sites, accounts, blogs 

containing content faham radicalism and the ideology of terrorism in Indonesia. 
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